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Mission Statement

Vision Statement

To support Wagga City Wanderers ambition to:

• provide a pathway and opportunity for local players, coaches and volunteers
to participate in an Elite Football program where they can be challenged to
realise their full potential while maintaining a safe and friendly environment
for all of its members and supporters.

• become the most professional Football Club in the state league
competition and to become the club of choice for all local players
and coaches.

Wagga City Wanderers will also strive to maintain and develop long term sustainable 
relationships with its business partners by providing increased exposure and profitable 
business outcomes through the development of the Wagga City Wanderers brand.

Our mission will be delivered through pro-active, insightful and consultative actions 
that exceed our stakeholder’s expectations.

The purpose of Wagga City Wanderers is to:

• promote elite football in the region while catering for the social and competitive
needs of our members.

• provide opportunities for all participants to develop to their full potential.
• ensure a safe and supportive environment to all our members.
• be inclusive of all and to be aware of the diversity of our community.
• play the game with spirit and in a fair sporting way.

Wagga City Wanderers will continue to development and obtain the best facilities 
on offer, whilst promoting soccer in the area and providing the highest quality 
development for all players, officials and volunteers. The game will be played at all 
times in a sporting fair manner. 

Wagga City Wanderers aim to promote a professional and responsible culture 
amongst its players, officials and supporters. Soccer should be coached, played and 
supported at all levels of Wagga City Wanderers in a way which accords to the spirit 
of the game, encourages the broadest possible community and family participation, 
and embraces all who wish to be involved in a positive and encouraging environment.
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Aims of the club

Club Management Details

The aims and goals of Wagga City Wanderers can be defined as follows:

• Providing a pathway and opportunity for local players, coaches and volunteers
to participate in an Elite Football program where they can be challenged to
realise their full potential while maintaining a safe and friendly environment for
all of its members and supporters.

• Provide opportunities for all coaches, players, administrators at the Club to be
able to develop o the full potential

• To provide our Business Partners with increased exposure and profitable
business outcomes through the development of the Wagga City Wanderers
brand.

• To provide and elite level football experience for our supporters, promoting a
strong community value on our stance on antisocial behaviour and positive role
modelling for young people.

First name Last name Phone Email Position

Ryan Smith 0449 592 211 president@wcwfc.com.au President

Tara Walker 0400 884 818 secretary@wcwfc.com.au Secretary

Jackson Hunter 0431 514 325 mensmanager@wcwfc.com.au NPL Mens Manager

Tim Cooper 0427 711 338 wnplmanager@wcwfc.com.au NPL Womens Manager

Jane Falepau 0477 318 892 youthmanager@wcwfc.com.au Youth Manager

Andrew Mason 0428 266 346 technicaldirector@wcwfc.com.au Technical Director

Lauren Cooper 0429 050 981 treasurer@wcwfc.com.au Treasuruer

Timothy Kross 0417 776 165 business@wcwfc.com.au Business Manager

Lisa Stevens 0416 394 529 lisa.stevens19@det.nsw.edu.au MPIO

Karen Lucas 0412 500 166 uniforms@wcwfc.com.au Uniform Manager

Kyle Yates 0497 106 280 events@wcwfc.com.au Events Manager

Jacinta English 0427 565 125 registrar@wcwfc.com.au Club Registrar

Brendan Flanagan 0417352099 media@wcwfc.com.au Social Media

Rachael Barrell 0422460034 sap@footballwagga.com.au SAP Coordinator

Kat Cochrane 0401395130 katcochrane77@gmail.com General Committee



Great Footballers, better PeoPle
We want to develop intelligent, confident, creative players who:
Play with a positive mentality and attitude
Have a strong teamwork ethic and a matching individual work ethic
Regard effort during all football activities as the foundation for improvement
Have the ability to maintain effective possession with deliberate passing and 
can think and act quickly and decisively 
Are able to play in an organised, compact, disciplined and proactive 
defensive structure
Demonstrate humility and good sportsmanship

PRiNCiPLES Of PLAY – PLAYiNg PHiLOSOPHY:
Formation: Every team at the club shall play with a fluid 4-3-3 or a 3-4-3   

f ormation, the 1st grade sides can modify their style to suit players and   
competition demands but only after consultation with the Technical Director.

Style of Play: The club shall be identified by playing a possession-oriented 
style that demonstrates a positive mentality where play is progressed  
into the final third with creative movements, purposeful  
passes and numerical superiority to create more distinct  
goal scoring opportunities than the opponent. 

Passing Style: We believe in building out from the back when appropriate and 
the goalkeeper and defenders will be important figures in order to   
achieve this and advance the ball through the thirds. All players need to be  
confident with the ball and be able to dictate the tempo – as   
possession, positioning and tempo are important to control the  
match. The positioning of the players off the ball is critical   
to this style and dynamic, effective and intelligent movement is required   
by all players consistently for this to be successful

Attack: We are patient with the ball, we maintain possession and move the ball 
to shift and disrupt the opposition.  We look to make the pitch as big as   
possible to create spaces which we attack with speed through  
either combination play through the centre or smart “killer passes “  
to take advantage of the space out wide.

Midfield:  We play with a triangle in midfield that is dynamic, provides the link 
from defence to attack and covers and controls  the central space effectively.  
We can switch between the triangle forwards and backwards and always are  
mindful of the defensive role of the triangle in front of the back 4.   
The ‘10” provides the outlet and is a critical link to assist the 9 as a second 

 striker. 

Coaching Philosophy
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Defence: We play with a flat back 4 that stays connected and defends zonally   
until the 18 yd box at which point we switch to a man marking role.  Players are strong   
defending in 1v1 situations, can defend aerial attacks and have a solid understanding of and 
able to implement “pressure, cover, balance” . 

Pressing Style: Players are expected to press from the front as a collective unit. With 4  
players if possible ,  if the opposition do not play out but choose to utilise a long ball then  
the team play a compact proactive defensive style to shut down passing lanes and win the 
ball as high up the park as possible.

Transition moments: When we regain possession we transition quickly and either take  
advantage of the opposition disorganisation and counterattack or we play away from   
pressure and maintain possession and structure our attack through quick ball movement  
and effective player positioning. When we lose the ball we are proactive and aggressive to 
try and regain possession. We make the field small by staying connected and working 
together to close passing channels and to  “make play predictable” . This will enable us to  
deny the opposition goal scoring opportunities and to win the ball back as quickly as   

 possible

 PSYCHOLOgiCAL
• Supportive but challenging environment
• No Blame team culture
• Develop mental strength, positive attitude
• Training intensity
• Winning mentality
• Learning environment

TECHNiCAL
• Coaching Syllabus (FFA Curriculum)
• Foster creative individuals
• Session themes and program
• Focus on individual, focus on the three

units and focus on the team
• Patterns of play

PHYSiCAL
• Ability to perform repeated

efforts at high intensity
• Football exercises to develop football

fitness
• Use of technology to enhance and

develop our understanding and
assessment of players fitness and
game intensity

SOCiAL
• Whole club events
• Team building sessions
• Welcoming club environment
• Sense of ownership of club
• Pride in the club
• Remember our history to build our future
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At Wagga City Wanderers, we recognise 
the positive impact of the internet, the use 
of current technologies and the use of all 
social media on developing and maintaining 
relationships and communities. We want 
to encourage you to benefit from all the 
opportunities which social media  (Facebook, 
Twitter, YouTube, Instagram, Messenger, Team 
App etc) present, and help you to minimise any 
potential risks both now and in the future. 

We have developed these guidelines to assist 
you in managing your online reputation and 
that of Wagga City Wanderers as well. We 
have produced this policy with specific advice 
on how you can apply these guidelines to your 
accounts and profiles. It’s important to also 
share these tips with your friends and family 
as everyone needs to be aware of their digital 
reputation and how it can be best managed. 

Identify your Audience 

If you want to use these sites such as 
Facebook, Twitter, Instagram, Messenger and 
the like, to communicate with friends and family, 
you may wish to consider a site which you can 
keep quite personal and private. 

This may be a Facebook profile which you can 
lock down so that it cannot be publicly searched 
and one in which you only accept as “friends” 
people you know and trust. 

If you want to use these sites to communicate 
with supporters and the public, you may wish to 
consider a site which has fewer opportunities 
for you to share personal content such as 
photos or videos, e.g. Twitter. Your posts will 
be limited to 140 characters and you can be 
more selective as to which photos and personal 
details you share. You might want to use a 
Facebook Page, as opposed to a Profile, to 
engage with fans in a less personal, but still 
engaging manner. 

 

Public comments are to be considered as 
comments to the media 

If you are operating a public profile, either on 
Twitter or Facebook, you may have a number of 
journalists as followers or friends.

For this reason, any comments, posts, photos, 
videos etc which you provide on these sites 
will be subject to the same guidelines around 
talking to the media. 

Protect your identity and online reputation 

All users of social media sites need to manage 
what information they share to protect their 
identity and reputation. You can do this by 
making sure that you lock down your personal 
accounts by using the most secure privacy 
settings and only accepting friend requests 
from people you know and trust. 

Search for yourself online 

You can manage your digital footprint and 
online reputation by regularly searching for 
yourself in search engines, such as Google, 
and on social media sites. There are also 
meta-search engines which search multiple 
databases at once, e.g. Dogpile or Surfwax, or 
people search engines such as pipl.com.  

This will give you a better understanding of 
community perceptions towards you online, 
as well as help you identify and take action to 
remove fake profiles and/or accounts. Wagga 
City Wanderers will assist you in having fake 
accounts and/or profiles removed. Wagga City 
Wanderers will also regularly search for Wagga 
City Wanderers and players online, to manage 
the reputation of Wagga City Wanderers. 

Social Media Policies



Respect other people’s accounts and 
devices 

There may be occasions where a teammate 
leaves a mobile phone unattended or has not 
properly logged out of an account. As a show 
of respect, do not use that person’s device 
or account to harass others or impersonate 
that person and cause them humiliation. Such 
behaviour will result in disciplinary action being 
brought against all players involved in such 
unacceptable behaviour. 

Maintain a balance 

Whilst communicating with friends, families 
and fans online can be fun and easy, it is also 
important that you maintain a balance between 
your online and offline interactions. Putting 
in face to face time with friends and family 
can help to strengthen those relationships 
and participating in events that bring you into 
contact with supporters can also generate 
further support and a sense of community. 

REMEMBER: 

Social Media is an area of public comment, 
and you are as liable for what you say in this 
sphere, as if the same statement was being 
made in the media or in conversation to many 
people in public. 

THINK BEFORE YOUR POST TO SOCIAL 
MEDIA. 

If you have any issues or questions regarding 
this policy or have a problem arise from 
using social media, please advise the clubs 
management as a matter of urgency.  

Wagga City Wanderers  
Management Committee

Be respectful and courteous 

At all times, think before you post a comment 
or respond to someone online and ensure 
that all of your communications are respectful 
and courteous. Once you have put something 
online, there is almost no chance of taking 
it back and it is almost impossible to delete. 
Your comments may be seen by the media or 
sponsors and could impact negatively on you 
and Wagga City Wanderers as a whole club. 
Avoid getting into heated discussions online 
or talking about sensitive issues. Speak 
to Wagga City Wanderers Management if 
you feel as though someone is trying to 
provoke a response from you or harasses or 
threatens you online.  Wagga City Wanderers 
Management Committee reserves the right 
to block or delete players from our pages 
for breaking any part of this social media 
policy and / or face further disciplinary action 
at the discretion of Wagga City Wanderers 
Management Committee.

Think before you post and/or tag an image 

The images you share online will reflect on 
Wagga City Wanderers as a whole club, so 
it is important that you consider this before 
uploading or tagging photos and videos.

Also be aware that these photos may be taken 
out of context and used by the media or other 
people, so if you are not happy for the image 
to be shared publicly, it should not be placed 
online. 
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Players registered with Wagga City Wanderers 
must agree to abide by all specific player 
responsibilities as contained in the Wagga City 
Wanderers Handbook. They must also agree to 
abide by all rules and regulations as contained 
in the Wagga City Wanderers Handbook.

Club Respect 

Each registered player of the club is expected 
to adhere to the objectives and Code of 
Conduct of the club and have respect for the 
club and all of its stakeholders. All players must 
comply with the clubs dress standards policy 
by wearing their official team wear that has 
been provided by the club at all club sanctioned 
events which includes and is not limited to 
Match day, training sessions, after match 
functions, and media commitments.
Should the players be dressed in official team 
wear outside of the clubs sanctioned events 
then it is expected that the code of conduct 
must be maintained at all times. If a player is 
in breach of the code of conduct or the clubs 
dress standards policy at any time, the player in 
breach must provide an explanation to the team 
Coach/Manager where disciplinary action may 
be enforced.

Performance 

Players are expected to perform to the best of 
their ability on every occasion and to comply 
with the decisions of the Club and direction 
given to them by the team coach, which 
includes and is not limited to the selection 
process, game strategies and technical 
direction.

Expectation of Club Members
At the discretion of the Head Coach and Team 
Managers, players who fail to attend or are late 
for training sessions, games, functions, events 
or media commitments may be suspended from 
that week’s game.

Training 

Club players are expected to train on all 
occasions as determined by the respective 
team coach. They are to arrive on time and 
treat training with the same dedication as they 
would a competition match. It is expected 
that any player that is unavailable to attend 
a training sessions will notify the coach in 
advance.

Communication - Team App

Wagga City Wanderers communicate through 
Team App.  Managers will create events each 
week regarding you TRAINING and GAME 
DAYS as well as any EVENTS that you may 
need to be aware of.  

Step 1 - RSVP to ALL EVENTS including 
training as session. Not only is it respretful to 
other people and team mates time, sessions 
are created by numbers of players present and 
are difficult to alter on the run.

Step 2 - Short explenation to be added to CHAT 
as to while you are unable to attend.

Step 3 - If anyone needs transportation to 
training or game days please ask on the CHAT 
and people will then be able to offer assistance.



Grievances 
Any player who has a grievance is expected to 
follow the clubs 7 step escalation process in 
order to resolve the issue:

1. Player to report the grievance directly to
the Team Captain. If the grievance is
unable to be resolved, The
player should then:

2. Report the grievance directly to the
Player Representative. If the grievance
is unable to be resolved, the player
should then:

3. Report the grievance directly to the
Team Manager. If the grievance is
unable to be resolved,

The player should then:

4. Report the grievance to the Team
Coach. If the grievance is unable to be
resolved, the player should
then: Report the grievance to
The State League Manager.
If the grievance is unable to be
resolved,

The player should then:

5. In writing report the grievance to the
Management Committee.

6. The Director will respond to the player
in writing within 7 days of receiving the
official grievance and will also
copy the FWW executive in on
the response.

The response from the Director will represent 
the views of the management committee and 
FWW and will be the final step in the grievance 
process and no further correspondence or 
consideration will be entered into the reported 
grievance. The decision of the Management 
Committee is Final.

Player Responsibilities
The player agrees to play for Wagga City 
Wanderers, under the following conditions:

• to play for the team they are selected
in by the respective Wagga City
Wanderers coach/representative;

• agree to abide by all player
responsibilities as contained in
detail within the Wagga City
Wanderers handbook;

• agree to abide by all rules and
regulations as contained in detail within
the Wagga City Wanderers
handbook; and

• understand that a player’s registration
may be terminated with immediate
effect by the Wagga City Wanderers
committee, should their actions
both on and off the field bring the
club into disrepute and go against the
player responsibilities as stated
In the Wagga City Wanderers
handbook.

Player Discipline 
• A player will not be sanctioned by the

Management Committee should 
they receive a Yellow Card during a 

 match.

• A player who receives two Yellow
Cards in a match will not be disciplined
by the Management Committee.

• Should a player receive a direct Red
Card (straight Red Card), the
player will be responsible for the fine
imposed by Capital Football ACT.

• All Club players are expected at
all times to conform to a high standard
of behaviour and comply with the Club
and the Football Federation of Australia
Code of Conduct.
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Players Uniform Guidelines

IMAGES TO BE UPDATED ON ARRIVAL OF UNIFORMS



Players Uniform Guidelines
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TRAINING

WNPL/NPL2/NPLY
The Dress Code for training is as follows:

* Wagga City Wanderers black playing
shorts

* Wagga City Wanderers training shirt
* Wagga City Wanderers black/white

socks
* Wagga City Wanderers Tracksuit jacket

(optional)
* Wagga City Wanderers Tracksuit pants

(optional)
* Shin pads (Snrs optional)
* Football boots
* Wagga City Wanderers beanie

(optional)

FUNCTIONS

The Dress Code for Wagga City Wanderers 
functions (unless stated otherwise) 
is as follows:

* Wagga City Wanderers Black polo
* Black dress trousers
* Black dress shoes
* Club Black Tracksuit Jacket

MATCH DAY ARRIVAL

WNPL Senior/Junior - NPL Youth
On Match Day, the dress code for Players is as 
follows: 

* Wagga City Wanderers black polo shirt
* Wagga City Wanderers black playing

shorts
* Wagga City Wanderers Tracksuit Jacket

(weather permitting)
* Wagga City Wanderers Tracksuit Pants

(weather permitting)

SENIOR PLAYERS NPL2
* Wagga City Wanderers black polo shirt
* Black Dress Pants
* Black Belt
* Black Socks
* Black Dress Shoes
* Club Tracksuit Jacket

The above is also to be worn on arrival to the 
field, before and after the match.  

If travelling on the bus the above attire is to be 
worn.

MATCH

The clothing required for the matches is as 
follows:

* Wagga City Wanderers black
playing shorts

* Wagga City Wanderers black/white
socks (players will be notified
which colour is required for each game)

* Wagga City Wanderers training shirt to
be worn during WARM UP

* If worn, all under garments are to be
black

* Shin pads
* If warn, all shin pad straps are to be the

same colour as the socks
* Football boots
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+) 

Field setup



Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+)

1, 2, 3.    Running Exercises
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+) 

4, 5, 6.    Running Exercises
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+)

7. Bench - Strength, Plymetrics and Balance
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+) 

8. Sideways Bench - Strength, Plymetrics and Balance
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+)

9. Hamstrings - Strength, Plymetrics and Balance
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+) 

10. Single Leg Stance - Strength, Plymetrics and Balance
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+) 

11. Squats - Strength, Plymetrics and Balance
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+) 

12. Jumping - Strength, Plymetrics and Balance
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Injury Prevention (FIFA 11+)

13, 14, 15.    Running Exercises
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THANK YOU

GOOD LUCK IN THE 2022 SEASON
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